
QUICK START GUIDE
TO PREFLOP PLAY

In poker one cannot to take a template, apply it absolutely and expect to win in 
every situation. …If only the game was that simple! 

This guide, together with the accompanying preflop charts, will help give you a solid 
idea of which hands to play based on position. 

To truly optimize your preflop play, you’ll need to adjust your opening range and the 
hands you decide to play based on the following factors. This list is by no means 
exhaustive, but these are my ‘Big 5’ considerations with respect to preflop play.

INTRODUCTION

1. Your skill advantage vs. your opponents.
2. The likelihood you see the flop.
3. Your stack to pot ratio or implied odds. 
4. Your position relative to your opponents.
5. What you’re trying to accomplish.

You should start with the hands listed in the guide below (broken down by position) 
and use a sliding scale to adjust which hands to play based on the factors above. 

The more of these factors you have in your favor the looser you can afford to be.

Ex. You determine you that you have a skill advantage vs. your opponent (#1), you’re 
very deep stacked (#3), you’re in position (#4) and your hand plays well post flop 
(#5), then you can see the flop with a wider range of hands.

The less of these factors you have in your favor the tighter you should be. 
Ex. You’re playing vs. a good player (#1), there’s an aggressive player still to act on 
your left (#2), you’re short stacked (#3) then you’ll want to be more conservative 
with your starting hands. 
 

THE BIG 5



Keep in mind that each format of poker varies dramatically. Full ring live play will 
likely require you to adjust your play often, and different strategies will have merit in 
different circumstances. In some games you may play extremely tight, maybe 10% of 
hands, while in other games you can play as many as 25%. You’ll have to use good 
judgment and real time calibration to determine which approach is the best to take. 
 
Be aware that what works during the first few hours of your session may not work at 
the end. To truly maximize your win rate, you’ll need to be continually adjusting to 
the game flow.

HOW TO USE THE PREFLOP 
HAND RANGE CHARTS

Definitions

UTG: Under the gun, or first to act. Whenever you see a ‘+’ followed by a number 
after an acronym, it means you will also include the position to the left of the number 
indicated after the ‘+’ sign.

Ex. UTG+1 refers to the player under the gun + 1 position to the left of him. Or, in 
other words, the player in second position. 

When you see UTG, UTG+1, UTG+2 listed in a sequence, it means you should use the 
information the same for all 3 positions.

MP: Mid position

HJ: Highjack position (one position to the right of the cutoff)

CO: Cutoff position (one position to the right of the button)

BUT: Shorthand for the button

SB: Small blind

BB: Big blind

A hand range is defined as the entire set of hands you will play from a given position. 
Poker players use ranges to understand all the possible hands each player can have. 
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hands, while in other games you can play as many as 25%. You’ll have to use good 
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How to Use the Preflop Charts

Starting hand ranges are broken down into three groups: pairs, suited hands and 
offsuit hands. They are then written out in long form as described below.

77+ for example means 77 and all hands in that category which are better than 77. 

In this case it would include 77, 88, 99, TT, JJ, QQ, KK, AA.

If you see JTo+ listed in the table, it means you can raise with any offsuit hand better 
than JT: (QTo, KTo, ATo).
You can find the hands listed in this way on the upper left corner of the graph. When 
you see the ‘…’ at the end of the list, it simply means that there are more hands in the 
sequence. 
Ex. 22+, A2s+, K4s+, Q5s+, J6s+, T6s+,…

Don’t worry if all the hands aren’t listed in the sequence, as you will see which hands 
you need to play highlighted on the graph in green. While it may not be imperative 
for reading these tables, it’s important to have an understanding of how hands are 
written so when you see it at a later time you will know how to use that information.

In the upper right corner of the graph you will see a percentage, followed by a 
fraction in parentheses. 
Ex. 41.2% (546/1326 combos)

The percentage represents the percent of hands you will play from that position 
when the action is folded to you. In this case you will play 41.2% of your starting 
hands.

The fraction in parentheses represents the combinations of hands listed as a 
fraction. Note that the denominator is always 1326. That’s because there are 1326 
combinations of starting hands that you can be dealt. The only number that changes 
is the numerator, which represents the combinations of hands which you will play 
from a given position. 
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When looking at the graphs, the offsuit hands are on the vertical columns on the left 
side of the table, whereas the suited hands are on the horizontal rows on the right 
side of the table. 
Pocket pairs are diagonal down the middle. 

Highlighted hands (the ones in green) mean you should raise if the action is folded 
to you; whereas non highlighted hands (the ones in gray) mean you should fold. 

Which Hands to Play

Note that this table is only valid if the action is folded to you. When you’re the first 
one to enter the pot, I suggest opening the pot for a standard raise size. It’s 
imperative (with few exceptions) that you raise the same amount regardless of your 
holding.

I recommend raising anywhere from 2.5x – 4x the big blind in cash games and 2x – 
3x the big blind in tournaments, leaning more toward the latter when there are antes 
present.

You can adjust your raise sizing by position, using a bigger raise sizing from earlier 
positions (since you’ll have mostly stronger holdings) and smaller raise sizing from 
later positions (since you’ll have more weaker holdings).

To best determine which raise size to use, just remember the ‘Pre 3’.
1. Stack sizes
2. Your position
3. The tendencies of the players left to act behind you. 

Just like with using the ‘Big 5’ to determine whether or not to raise, you will want to 
use the ‘Pre 3’ to help determine your raise sizing. 

Ex 1. If you are deep stacked (#1), you’re out of position (#2), and the players behind 
you call too often but rarely 3-bet (#3), then you’ll want to elect a bigger raise size 
preflop since you’re very likely to play a multi way pot postflop from out of position.

Ex 2. If you’re short stacked, you’re in position and the players behind you are tight 
or likely to either 3-bet or fold instead of call, then I’d raise on the smaller side since 
you best chance of winning the pot is stealing preflop. 
(This scenario happens a lot in tournament poker, when you’re in the middle stages 
of the tournament, and the average stack is around 20 – 30 big blinds). 

Raise Sizing

Highlighted hands (the ones in green) mean you should raise if the action is folded 
to you; whereas non highlighted hands (the ones in gray) mean you should fold. 
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Here are 3 general rules to follow with respect to raise sizing: 

I. The deeper your stacks the bigger you can afford to raise, because you want to 
cut down on your opponents implied odds post flop.

II. Also raise bigger if you are out of position (in other words, if you are under the 
gun preflop), because you’ll need to compensate for your positional 
disadvantage, and because your hand range will be stronger when raising with 
many players still left to act behind you.

III. Lastly, consider using a bigger sizing if the players left to act behind you are 
very lose and prone to calling too light. You want to punish weakness and charge 
the maximum for them to draw. 

When it comes to raise sizing, I like to experiment to find what I call the ‘calling 
threshold’, which I define as the highest amount my opponent will frequently call 
preflop. 

You don’t want to raise so much that your opponents start to play tighter preflop. In 
that case, you’d be raising too big and you’d actually be helping your opponents 
make less mistakes.

Instead, you want to aim to find the maximum amount they will call while still playing 
poorly. 

Start by raising 2.5x and, if necessary, add one big blind each time you open to see 
how they adjust. My favorite time to test this is when I’m on the button playing 
against a loose big blind, or when there’s a loose limper to my right who I’ve been 
frequently attacking. 

It’s important that you don’t adjust your raise sizing based on your particular holding 
and that you are always consistent in your sizing from a given position. For example, 
if you elect to raise 3.5x from UTG then you should do so with every hand you elect 
to raise from that position.

If you elect to raise 2.5x from the button, then you should always raise 2.5x from the 
button, regardless of whether you have AA or A2s. 

Key Takeaway
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The big blind is often the most important player to consider with respect to preflop 
strategy, since they are the person whom you’re most likely to play the hand against. 

Who the player is in the big blind should weigh in to whether or not you decide to 
open a borderline hand preflop. The weaker the player, the more hands you can 
afford to open. The better the player, the tighter you will have to be.

Hot Point

In the preflop charts, I didn’t go into the extreme micro detail of varying the raising 
range by each and every position in full ring play. While that would be optimal if you 
were programming a robot, it’s not very practical for you implementing this into 
your game. For simplicity, I broke down the opening ranges into fewer categories.

Below is a legend as to what each position stands for.  
 
Full Ring UTG Range = UTG, UTG+1, UTG+2
Full Ring MP Range = 4th and 5th positions
Full Ring CO Range = 6th position, or cutoff

Don’t worry if you can’t memorize all of the hands verbatim. Close decisions are 
close. 

With practice and a better real time feeling for the situation, you should master your 
preflop play in no time!
 
Lastly, as an additional resource, I put together some of my best strategy videos 
from my ‘Hand of the Day’ series on preflop play. You can check them out here:

1. Playing No Limit Hold’em Out of Position
2. Playing Big Pots Out of Position
3. How to Play Poker vs. Crazy Opponents
4. Sick 5-Bet Preflop Bluff vs. Sam Trickett, Phil Laak and Daniel ‘Jungleman’ Cates
5. How to (mis)play Small Pocket Pairs OOP
6. How Crunching Numbers Made me a Fortune
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Playing%20No%20Limit%20Hold%E2%80%99em%20Out%20of%20Position
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zztID68JDiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJ82pl9FpnQ&index=66&list=PLG6vgV1jJ2SG4MrP--P6D9zYx0G0atTu6
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CckzwPmDLfU&index=12&list=PLG6vgV1jJ2SG4MrP--P6D9zYx0G0atTu6


Best of luck!

Alec Torelli

Looking for more awesome content to help you improve your game and 
become that poker crusher you know you’re capable of being?

Check out the Conscious Poker Membership, where you’ll get access to 80+ 
videos covering every major poker topic, mini courses on mastering poker 
math and hand reading, monthly group coaching with Alec where you’ll get 
your hands analyzed and questions answered, and plug in to a private 
community of motivated players where you’ll receive a guaranteed response 
to your posts.

If you’re looking for something specific to help you master preflop play, 
check out Preflop Mastery. You will learn how to play any hand from any 
position, adjust vs. aggressive opponents, defend against 3-bets and 4-bets 
in the most common scenarios and master playing from the blinds. It is the 
ultimate course to mastering your preflop game for both cash game and 
tournament play.
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